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Machine Learning Tools Facilitate the Tuning of Networks of
Matsuoka Oscillators for Controlling Bipedal Walking
The seminar will be given in Hebrew

:להלן תקציר ההרצאה
Networks of coupled oscillators are common models for generating coordinated patterns of
rhythmic output. Those networks have been motivated by biological Central Pattern Generators
(CPGs), which inspired their use for controlling rhythmic functions, such as walking, in robots.
The output of the CPG can be used to control the robot in different ways, and, in particular, by: (I)
producing torque signals for the robots joints, (ii) producing reference signals for the positions of
the joints, or (II) coordinating the timing of predefined joint actuation signals.
Due to nonlinear interactions between the different parameters of some types of CPG networks,
heuristic parameter tuning to achieve a desired performance is an intricate and challenging task. In
many cases researchers turn to Genetic Algorithms (GA) or other optimization methods for
parameter tuning. However, not every set of parameters would generate oscillations, which is the
first requirement for a feasible CPG. Constraining the search space to include only feasible
(oscillatory) CPGs would facilitate better optimization and shorten the computational time.
However, determining whether a specific CPG is feasible is a relatively costly computation wise.
Here I present a machine learning approach to cut down the computation time by using a neural
network to check verify the feasibility of the CPGs prior to their evaluation stage in the GA.
The proposed method is demonstrated for tuning CPG networks of three coupled Matsuoka
oscillators that generate control signals for a walking Compass Biped (CB) model. The GA
evaluates three objectives: (I) the CB walking speed, (II) the CB energy efficiency and (III) the
range of speed that the CB is able to walk using a higher-level speed command. The proposed
approach consistently facilitates faster evolution of CPG controllers for walking CBs and achieve
superior performance in all of the objectives within. In particular, using the proposed approach
resulted in CPGs that achieve 14% higher velocity and CPGs that achieve 48% larger range of
velocities.
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